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Illustrated throughout with original drawings by Luciana Marini, this will bethe standard reference on one of the world's favorite
foods for many years tocome, engaging and delighting both general readers and food professionals.
For use in schools and libraries only. A series about an only child and his huge best friend, a mastiff named Mudge.
Beekeeping is this 15-year-old's hobby, and she has won awards for her honey products.
Help students appreciate texts and write about them with conviction. Responding to a comprehension question is a surprisingly
complex task. It draws on multiple skills: students must be able to read and analyze a text passage; consider what aspect of the
text the question addresses; and then quickly and concisely write about their ideas, citing evidence to support them. Hence the
prominence of constructed-response questions in standardized testing. In this refreshingly clear and upbeat guide, literacy
consultant Nancy Boyles gives a step-by-step demonstration of how to help students achieve success with this task—and in the
process of unpacking the steps involved, demonstrates how the instruction can inspire teachers’ creativity as well as deepen
students’ literacy skills. Filled with ready-to-use scaffolds for every stage of instruction—sets of sample questions, anchor charts,
cue cards, answer frames—this is a one-stop resource for teaching students how to organize their thoughts about what they’ve
read, and then set them down in writing.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE • Look for special features inside. Join the Random
House Reader’s Circle for author chats and more. In boyhood, Louis Zamperini was an incorrigible delinquent. As a teenager, he
channeled his defiance into running, discovering a prodigious talent that had carried him to the Berlin Olympics. But when World
War II began, the athlete became an airman, embarking on a journey that led to a doomed flight on a May afternoon in 1943.
When his Army Air Forces bomber crashed into the Pacific Ocean, against all odds, Zamperini survived, adrift on a foundering life
raft. Ahead of Zamperini lay thousands of miles of open ocean, leaping sharks, thirst and starvation, enemy aircraft, and, beyond,
a trial even greater. Driven to the limits of endurance, Zamperini would answer desperation with ingenuity; suffering with hope,
resolve, and humor; brutality with rebellion. His fate, whether triumph or tragedy, would be suspended on the fraying wire of his
will. Appearing in paperback for the first time—with twenty arresting new photos and an extensive Q&A with the author—Unbroken is
an unforgettable testament to the resilience of the human mind, body, and spirit, brought vividly to life by Seabiscuit author Laura
Hillenbrand. Hailed as the top nonfiction book of the year by Time magazine • Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize for
biography and the Indies Choice Adult Nonfiction Book of the Year award “Extraordinarily moving . . . a powerfully drawn survival
epic.”—The Wall Street Journal “[A] one-in-a-billion story . . . designed to wrench from self-respecting critics all the blurby
adjectives we normally try to avoid: It is amazing, unforgettable, gripping, harrowing, chilling, and inspiring.”—New York
“Staggering . . . mesmerizing . . . Hillenbrand’s writing is so ferociously cinematic, the events she describes so incredible, you
don’t dare take your eyes off the page.”—People “A meticulous, soaring and beautifully written account of an extraordinary
life.”—The Washington Post “Ambitious and powerful . . . a startling narrative and an inspirational book.”—The New York Times
Book Review “Magnificent . . . incredible . . . [Hillenbrand] has crafted another masterful blend of sports, history and overcoming
terrific odds; this is biography taken to the nth degree, a chronicle of a remarkable life lived through extraordinary times.”—The
Dallas Morning News “An astonishing testament to the superhuman power of tenacity.”—Entertainment Weekly “A tale of triumph
and redemption . . . astonishingly detailed.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “[A] masterfully told true story . . . nothing less than a
marvel.”—Washingtonian “[Hillenbrand tells this] story with cool elegance but at a thrilling sprinter’s pace.”—Time “Hillenbrand [is]
one of our best writers of narrative history. You don’t have to be a sports fan or a war-history buff to devour this book—you just
have to love great storytelling.”—Rebecca Skloot, author of The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
What links Italian neorealism to Django Unchained, French comic books to Third-World insurgency, and Bollywood song-anddance to Eastern Bloc film distribution? As this volume illustrates, the answers lie in the Spaghetti Western genre.As the reference
points of American popular culture became ever more prominent in post-war Europe, the hundreds of films that make up the Italian
(or 'Spaghetti') Western documented profound shifts in their home country's cultural outlook, while at the same time denying
specifically national discourses. An object of fascination and great affection for fans, filmmakers and academics alike, the Western
allitaliana arose from a diverse confluence of cultural strands, and would become a pivotal moment in cinematic
history.Reappraising a diverse selection of films, from the internationally famed works of Sergio Leone to the cult cachet of Sergio
Corbucci and the more obscure outputs of such directors as Giuseppe Colizzi and Ferdinando Baldi, this comprehensive study
brings together leading international scholars in a variety of disciplines to both revisit the genre's cultural significance and consider
its on-going influence on international film industries.
From the day he is born on a farm in northern Italy, Big Anthony gets into trouble because he does not pay attention, and now that
he is a teenager causing disasters, his father sends him south, passing through Calabria, Pisa, Roma, Napoli, and other cities.
Reprint.
Abandoned by their mother, four children begin a search for a home and an identity.
Minnie the monkey eats too much spaghetti while Freddy begs her to play with him instead

Scarecrows. They perch high above gardens and fields, with borrowed coats and button eyes and pie-pan hands that
glint in the sun. What else is there to know about them? Perhaps more than we realize. Newbery Medalist Cynthia
Rylant’s rich and poignant story, powerfully illustrated by Lauren Stringer, will resonate deeply in the hearts of readers,
who just might find themselves seeing the world in a whole new way.
Men tend to compartmentalize their lives into boxes (like waffles), while women often let their thoughts intersect (like
spaghetti). But waffles and spaghetti can make an excellent dish! Discover the ingredients for loving, working, and
winning together.
Every Living ThingSimon and Schuster
Recounts the life and career of the inventive and controversial rock musician, and includes information on his
philosophies on art, his opinions on the music industry, and his thoughts on raising children.
An exquisite second novel from the Newbery Honor author of RULES! TOUCH BLUE, sure as certain, will touch your
heart. The state of Maine plans to shut down her island's schoolhouse, which would force Tess's family to move to the
mainland--and Tess to leave the only home she has ever known. Fortunately, the islanders have a plan too: increase the
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numbers of students by having several families take in foster children. So now Tess and her family are taking a chance
on Aaron, a thirteen-year-old trumpet player who has been bounced from home to home. And Tess needs a plan of her
own--and all the luck she can muster. Will Tess's wish come true or will her luck run out? Newbery Honor author Cynthia
Lord offers a warm-hearted, humorous, and thoughtful look at what it means to belong--and how lucky we feel when we
do. Touch Blue, sure as certain, will touch your heart.
In Too Bold for the Box Office, Cynthia J. Miller has assembled essays by scholars and filmmakers who examine the
unique cinematic form of mockumentary. Individually, each of these essays looks at a given instance of mockumentary
parody and subversion, examining the ways in which each calls into question our assumptions, pleasures, beliefs, and
even our senses. Writing about national film, television, and new media traditions as diverse as their backgrounds, this
volume s contributors explore and theorize the workings of mockumentaries, as well as the strategies and motivations of
the writers and filmmakers who brought them into being."
"A dark, crooked beauty that fulfills all the promise of White Oleander and confirms that Janet Fitch is an artist of the very
highest order." --Los Angeles Times Book Review Josie Tyrell, art model, runaway, and denizen of LA's rock scene finds
a chance at real love with Michael Faraday, a Harvard dropout and son of a renowned pianist. But when she receives a
call from the coroner, asking her to identify her lover's body, her bright dreams all turn to black. As Josie struggles to
understand Michael's death and to hold onto the world they shared, she is both attracted to and repelled by his pianist
mother, Meredith, who blames Josie for her son's torment. Soon the two women are drawn into a twisted relationship that
reflects equal parts distrust and blind need. With the luxurious prose and fever pitch intensity that are her hallmarks,
Janet Fitch weaves a spellbinding tale of love, betrayal, and the possibility of transcendence. "Lushly written, dramatically
plotted. . . Fitch's Los Angeles is so real it breathes." --Atlantic Monthly "There is nothing less than a stellar sentence in
this novel. Fitch's emotional honesty recalls the work of Joyce Carol Oates, her strychnine sentences the prose of Paula
Fox." --Cleveland Plain Dealer "A page-turning psychodrama. . . . Fitch's prose penetrates the inner lives of [her
characters] with immediacy and bite." --Publishers Weekly (starred review) "Fitch wonderfully captures the abrasive
appeal of punk music, the bohemian, sometimes squalid lifestyle, the performers, the drugs, the alienation. This is
crackling fresh stuff you don't read every day." --USA Today "In dysfunctional family narratives, Fitch is to fiction what
Eugene O'Neill is to drama." --Chicago Sun-Times "Riveting. . . . An uncommonly accomplished page-turner." --Elle
When the Dragon Ships began to tear through the trade lanes and ravage coastal towns, the hopes of the archipelago
turned to the Windspeakers on Tash. The solemn weather-shapers with their eyes of stone can steal the breeze from
raiders' sails and save the islands from their wrath. But the Windspeakers' magic has been stolen, and only their young
apprentice Shina can bring their power back and save her people. Tazir has seen more than her share of storms and
pirates in her many years as captain, and she's not much interested in getting involved in the affairs of Windspeakers and
Dragon Ships. Shina's caught her eye, but that might not be enough to convince the grizzled sailor to risk her ship, her
crew, and her neck. PRAISE FOR THE DROWNING EYES "The Drowning Eyes is a magic- and wind-filled adventure,
peopled with excellent and strong characters. The story made me want to sail the coastline on a boat of my own and see
if I could call up a storm. In Emily Foster's debut novella, apprentice Windspeaker Shina must return her people's power
to them before the Dragon Ships destroy everything . . . unless Shina destroys it by accident first. So vividly rendered,
you'll be tempted to wash the salt-spray from your clothing after reading The Drowning Eyes." - Fran Wilde, author of
Updraft At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Get the recipes everyone is talking about in the debut cookbook from the wildly popular blog, Skinnytaste. Gina Homolka
is America’s most trusted home cook when it comes to easy, flavorful recipes that are miraculously low-calorie and made
from all-natural, easy-to-find ingredients. Her blog, Skinnytaste is the number one go-to site for slimmed down recipes
that you’d swear are anything but. It only takes one look to see why people go crazy for Gina’s food: cheesy, creamy
Fettuccini Alfredo with Chicken and Broccoli with only 420 calories per serving, breakfast dishes like Make-Ahead
Western Omelet "Muffins" that truly fill you up until lunchtime, and sweets such as Double Chocolate Chip Walnut
Cookies that are low in sugar and butter-free but still totally indulgent. The Skinnytaste Cookbook features 150 amazing
recipes: 125 all-new dishes and 25 must-have favorites. As a busy mother of two, Gina started Skinnytaste when she
wanted to lose a few pounds herself. She turned to Weight Watchers for help and liked the program but struggled to find
enough tempting recipes to help her stay on track. Instead, she started “skinny-fying” her favorite meals so that she
could eat happily while losing weight. With 100 stunning photographs and detailed nutritional information for every recipe,
The Skinnytaste Cookbook is an incredible resource of fulfilling, joy-inducing meals that every home cook will love.
Goodfellas star Paul Sorvino and Emmy-award winner Dee Dee Sorvino create delicious, authentic Italian recipes in this entertaining
cookbook. Dee Dee and Paul Sorvino do their best to make everyday a party. They celebrate life and being with each other in big and small
ways as often as they can. They believe that the best way to celebrate or to solve the problems of the world is with a nice glass of wine and
bountiful meal. No subject is taboo at their lively dinner table-especially when cocktails are served! Providing a glimpse into their bi-coastal
life and tales of Paul's acting career, this authentic Italian cookbook offers 80 recipes with menus for relaxed entertaining. From a Goodfellas'
feastto a picnic with an Italian accent, from an abundant buffet to elevated Italian street fair food, the Sorvinos know how to turn out meals
that are as delicious as they are fun. Their easy-to-prepare, mouthwatering recipes range from regional Italian classics to new takes on
traditional food. Stuffed clams oreganata, unique bruschetta combinations, pasta e faigioli, pizza salumeria, farfalle with asparagus and
pancetta, Pauls' famous meatballs and spaghetti sauce, chicken scarpiello, panzanella, grilled figs with honey and walnuts are just a few of
the outstanding recipes found in Pinot, Pasta, and Parties. The food is so good at the Sorvinos' that theirs is the place of choice for casual gettogethers wherever they are.
When two bad ants desert from their colony, they experience a dangerous adventure that convinces them to return to their former safety.
The twenty-three volumes of the Morland Dynasty series has been completely repackaged in the most elegant style, using contemporaneous
artwork for each period. This wonderful series opens with the back drop of the Wars of the Roses with the marriage between Eleanor Morland
and a scion of the influential house of Beaufort. It is a union which establishes the powerful Morland dynasty and in the succeeding volumes
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of this rich tapestry of English life, we follow their fortunes through war and peace, political upheaval and social revolution, times of pestilence
and periods of plenty, and through the vicissitudes which afflict every family - love and passion, envy and betrayal, birth and death, great
fortune and miserable penury. The Morland Dynasty is entertainment of the most addictive kind.
OF COURSE you think Cinderella was the sweetest belle of the ball. You don't know the other side of the story. Well, let me tell you...
She was wicked… Everyone knew that Valerie Storm was the baddest bit—um, witch on the block. She might look like Snow White, but she
had the heart of a wicked queen. She turned her enemies to ash, she danced on their graves, and she had to be stopped. But who could
stand up to someone so wicked? He was wild. Griffin Bastien was the most powerful shifter to ever walk the earth. His claws had sent plenty
of his foes to the grave. Bloodlust burned fast and hard within him, and when his beast took over, there was no stopping him. Then Wicked
met Wild. Neither of them believed in love. And neither of them ever expected the firestorm that ignited when they kissed. But some
things—some people—can’t be controlled. The need that Valerie and Griffin feel for each other, the white-hot lust, will change their world. Even
hell doesn’t burn this hot. Too bad that Griffin has been keeping secrets. Too bad that he is the original assassin sent to destroy Valerie.
Because when she finds out the truth, there will be no greater fury than a wicked witch betrayed. Even the biggest, baddest beast might
discover that he’s absolutely lost when a witch casts her spell, and he will be willing to do anything to reclaim the mate he never expected.
Buckle up, it’s gonna be a wild ride. Author's Note: WICKED AND WILD is a complete, stand-alone story that is set in the world of my "Bad
Things" paranormal books. Expect a sexy alpha, a very fierce heroine, and hot times ahead.
Cookie the cat gets into a different kind of mischief every day of the week.
A Newbery Medal winning modern classic about a racially divided small town and a boy who runs. Jeffrey Lionel "Maniac" Magee might have
lived a normal life if a freak accident hadn't made him an orphan. After living with his unhappy and uptight aunt and uncle for eight years, he
decides to run--and not just run away, but run. This is where the myth of Maniac Magee begins, as he changes the lives of a racially divided
small town with his amazing and legendary feats.
Now a major motion picture from Lionsgate starring Brie Larson, Woody Harrelson, and Naomi Watts. MORE THAN SEVEN YEARS ON THE
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER LIST The perennially bestselling, extraordinary, one-of-a-kind, “nothing short of spectacular”
(Entertainment Weekly) memoir from one of the world’s most gifted storytellers. The Glass Castle is a remarkable memoir of resilience and
redemption, and a revelatory look into a family at once deeply dysfunctional and uniquely vibrant. When sober, Jeannette’s brilliant and
charismatic father captured his children’s imagination, teaching them physics, geology, and how to embrace life fearlessly. But when he
drank, he was dishonest and destructive. Her mother was a free spirit who abhorred the idea of domesticity and didn’t want the responsibility
of raising a family. The Walls children learned to take care of themselves. They fed, clothed, and protected one another, and eventually found
their way to New York. Their parents followed them, choosing to be homeless even as their children prospered. The Glass Castle is truly
astonishing—a memoir permeated by the intense love of a peculiar but loyal family.
In 2017 the Swedish Academy awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature to Kazuo Ishiguro, 'who, in novels of great emotional force, has
uncovered the abyss beneath our illusory sense of connection with the world'. Cynthia Wong's classic study first appeared in 2000 and is now
updated in an expanded third edition that analyses all of Ishiguro's remarkable novels and one short story collection. From his eloquent trilogy
- A Pale View of Hills, An Artist of the Floating World, and The Remains of the Day - to the astonishing speculative fiction, Never Let Me Go,
and the ambitious fable-like story from pre-Mediaeval times, The Buried Giant, Wong appraises Ishiguro's persistently bold explorations and
the narrative perspectives of his troubled characters. A compassionate author, Ishiguro examines the way that human beings reinterpret
worlds from which they feel estranged. All of his works are eloquent expressions of people struggling with the silence of pain and the
awkward stutters of confusion and loss. This book analyses his subtle and ironic portrayals of people in 'emotional bereavement' and it
situates Ishiguro as an empathetic international writer.
Publisher description
Fall through time...Vacation to England. Check.Haunting castle ruins. Check.Proper English lord for a boyfriend. Well, almost check.Be
careful what you wish for...Lucy Merriweather's supposedly perfect boyfriend attempted to murder her during a visit to Blackford Castle.
Falling through time to 1300s medieval England, she lands in a tangled heap at the feet of a tarnished grumpy knight with secrets of his own
and no time to spare for a crazy damsel in distress.Series Reading Order: Knights Through Time Travel RomancesBook 1: A Knight to
RememberBook 2: Knight MovesBook 3: Lonely is the KnightBook 4: Darkest KnightBook 5: Forever KnightBook 6: First KnightBook 7: Last
KnightBook 8: My One and Only KnightBook 9: Beyond TimeBook 10: Time After TimeBook 11: A Moonlit KnightBook 12: The Knight Before
Christma
CRACKER IS ONE OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY'S MOST VALUABLE WEAPONS: a German shepherd trained to sniff out bombs,
traps, and the enemy. The fate of entire platoons rests on her keen sense of smell. She's a Big Deal, and she likes it that way. Sometimes
Cracker remembers when she was younger, and her previous owner would feed her hot dogs and let her sleep in his bed. That was nice, too.
Rick Hanski is headed to Vietnam. There, he's going to whip the world and prove to his family and his sergeant -- and everyone else who
didn't think he was cut out for war -- wrong. But sometimes Rick can't help but wonder that maybe everyone else is right. Maybe he should
have just stayed at home and worked in his dad's hardware store. When Cracker is paired with Rick, she isn't so sure about this new owner.
He's going to have to prove himself to her before she's going to prove herself to him. They need to be friends before they can be a team, and
they have to be a team if they want to get home alive. Told in part through the uncanny point of view of a German shepherd, Cracker! is an
action-packed glimpse into the Vietnam War as seen through the eyes of a dog and her handler. It's an utterly unique powerhouse of a book
by the Newbery Medal-winning author of Kira-Kira.
Now an old man, John is haunted by memories of enlisting to fight in World War II, a decision which forced him to face the horrors of war and
changed his life forever.
Classic pasta dishes from America’s 1st and most beloved master chef Whether you’re entertaining guests or simply cooking for 1, pasta is
sure to delight. The ultimate comfort food, it can be found in the cuisines of nearly every culture. James Beard, heralded by the New York
Times as “the dean of American cookery” enriches our understanding of this culinary staple with his collection of recipes and commentary on
store-bought versus homemade pasta, wine pairings, choosing the perfect cheese, and other insights. From familiar spaghetti entrées to
more adventurous fare, such as udon noodle soup and spätzle, Beard brings meals from all over the globe into the home chef’s kitchen.
Under the guidance of America’s original gastronomic genius, the basic noodle is elevated in dishes such as basil lasagna, Portuguese fish
stew with orzo, and cheddar angel hair soufflé. Beard on Pasta is full of easy-to-follow recipes, along with tips on preparation, sauce, and
serving that you’ll be eager to try. This comprehensive cookbook provides all the tools you need to make delectable and unforgettable pasta
for any occasion.
From Newbery Medalist Cynthia Rylant and acclaimed illustrator Mark Teague comes Poppleton, a posh and persnickety pig with friends and
adventure abound!
An enthralling epic about two trailblazing female doctors in nineteenth-century New York from the international bestselling author of The
Gilded Hour. Obstetrician Dr. Sophie Savard returns home to the achingly familiar rhythms of Manhattan in the early spring of 1884 to rebuild
her life after the death of her husband. With the help of Dr. Anna Savard, her dearest friend, cousin, and fellow physician, she plans to
continue her work aiding the disadvantaged women society would rather forget. As Sophie sets out to construct a new life for herself, Anna's
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husband, Detective Sergeant Jack Mezzanotte, calls on them both to consult on two new cases: the wife of a prominent banker has
disappeared into thin air, and the corpse of a young woman is found with baffling wounds that suggest a killer is on the loose. In New York, it
seems that the advancement of women has brought out the worst in some men. Unable to ignore the plight of New York's less fortunate,
these intrepid cousins draw on all their resources to protect their patients.
Seven fifth-graders at Snow Hill School in Connecticut relate how their lives are changed for the better by "rookie teacher" Mr. Terupt.
From a New York Times–bestselling author: Three epic historical novels that bring to life the spirit of the Jewish immigrant experience in
America. New York Times–bestselling author Cynthia Freeman is beloved for her multigenerational sagas of Jewish immigrant families in
America, including her sensational debut, A World Full of Strangers, which sold more than a million copies. The three novels collected here
center on ordinary, heroic women who journey across the ocean in search of opportunity, finding both community and adversity, family
togetherness and private grief, tragedy and triumph. A World Full of Strangers: In 1932, Polish immigrant Katie Kovitz is embraced by the
Jewish community of the Lower East Side. But after marrying a man who rejects his heritage, she struggles to reclaim her lost identity in this
sensational debut novel. Portraits: In this New York Times bestseller, Esther Sandsonitsky leaves her abusive husband and journeys to the
United States in order to capture a piece of the American dream for her children—including Jacob, the son she was forced to leave behind. No
Time for Tears: “This impassioned novel follows its heroine, Chavala Landau, from turn-of-the-century Russia to Palestine and on to the
United States, where she carves out a financial empire in the diamond industry before returning to Jerusalem in 1948” (The New York
Times).
What does rigor, a word that frequently pops up in conversations about education, really mean? More specifically, what does it mean for
literacy instruction, and how does it relate to challenging standards-based assessments? In this informative and practical guide, literacy
expert Nancy Boyles uses the framework from Webb’s Depth of Knowledge (DOK) to answer these questions, offering experience-based
advice along with specific examples of K–8 assessment items. Boyles defines rigor and shows how it relates to literacy at each DOK level
and explains the kind of thinking students will be expected to demonstrate. She then tackles the essence of what teachers need to know
about how DOK and its associated rigors are measured on standards-based assessments. Specifically, readers learn how each DOK rigor
aligns with • standards, • text complexity, • close reading, • student interaction, • the reading-writing connection, and • formative
assessment. Teachers, coaches, and administrators will find clear guidance, easy-to-implement strategies, dozens of useful teaching tools
and resources, and encouragement to help students achieve and demonstrate true rigor in reading and writing.
A homeless boy who lives in an airport with his father, moving from terminal to terminal trying not to be noticed, is given hope when a trapped
bird finally finds its freedom. "A first-rate picture book that deserves a place in all collections. Sure to spark discussion." -- School Library
Journal, starred review
Here are twelve deeply moving short stories from the perceptive pen of Cynthia Rylant. Each captures the moment when someone's life
changes -- when an animal causes a human being to see things in a different way, and, perhaps, changes his life.
Though it doesn't really come as a surprise, Cy is still crushed when he's dumped. His relationship with Alex had lasted longer than all
previous attempts, and started promising when Alex had proclaimed he was perfectly okay with Cy being asexual. On impulse, convinced no
one will ever really see him as worthy relationship material, Cy turns to a book that belonged to his late mother, a grimoire of magic spells that
obviously won't work. It's a stupid idea, and even if magic was real there's no way a true love summoning spell would work for him...
The wolf gives his own outlandish version of what really happened when he tangled with the three little pigs.
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